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3. Copy of my detailed revelation letter- Annex 2

This is with reference to my earlier letter dated May 31, 2017, as a former 

senior employee of India’s premier stock exchange the National Stock 

Exchange (NSE). Though I am now settled in the US, as a person who has 

been witness to some of the heinous crimes at the NSE in the form of co-

location scandal, I had promise to unveil before you further facts in my 

earlier letter in the larger interest of the entire investor fraternity and 

entities investigating the said scandal. What I am about to reveal will 

explain how the NSE’s top brass, in connivance with some bureaucrats in 

the then Finance Ministry and powerful ministers in the UPA government  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

* High Frequency Trading
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have manipulated and milked the system through co-location scandal. 

The enormity of the NSE co-location scandal is so huge that its parallel 

can be drawn from the modus operandi of global pharmaceutical giants 

who have the entire system under their clutches – right from the research 

and inception of a molecule to the final drug regulatory approval in order 

to monetize billions of dollars irrespective of the effectiveness of the 

drug. Similarly, the entire coterie involved in the NSE colocation scandal 

had its tentacles in each level of the financial market ecosystem 

influencing and overriding regulatory authority to benefit themselves at 

the cost of millions of investors. 

In the following passages, I will explain to you the working behind such a 

colossal scandal, in two parts. In the part A, I am going to showcase few 

strategies and there are many more. This will demolish the arguments 

made by NSE and its agents and lobbyists like Ajay Shah of there being an 

insignificant gain due to co-location and that the loss to the market is not 

possible to be calculated. But the reality is that it is a market-wide fraud. 

While, at one hand, the whole market has incurred loss, at the other hand 

High Frequency Trading - HFT MAFIAs - have made illegal gains of at least 

Rs 50,000 cr in the melee. They are making everyday gain of Rs 50-100 Cr 

and considering 25 working days in a month, then minimum monthly gain 

stands at Rs 1250 Cr and this had been happening for five years. 

Blinded by the greed for their own benefit, these perpetrators of the 

colocation scandal poisoned the system, similar to how drug mafia 

leaches out money by pumping narcotics in the veins of an otherwise 

robust healthy body. In a manner similar to how the narcotics spreads its 
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venom in drug addicts gradually over a period of time then compel the 

addict to keep on paying them for perpetual time and sucks the blood in 

form of profit, these perpetrators of the scandal have corrupted the 

system from 2010 to the time that the colocation scandal surfaced, 

pocketing an illegal gain of an estimated Rs 50 cr — Rs 100 crore a day.  

In part B, I will expose NSE’s ill-intended request for a settlement through 

consent, which should not be allowed as NSE itself is a first line regulator. 

Positions of these perpetrators of colocation scandal at NSE had been 

similar to the owner of a casino is a player too, who knows the exposures 

and bets of every other player. The owner of the casino had been betting 

against every other player with full insight while the others were playing 

blind. Despite such blatant and unethical practice, NSE’s ill-intended 

request for the settlement through a ‘consent route’ is nothing but a ploy 

to cover-up its sins. I will also try to show few technical aspects, so that it 

will be easy for people to grasp how the entire scandal unfolded.  

Despite being repeatedly threatened, I feel duty-bound to disclose these 

information to you in my bid to initiate strongest possible exemplary 

actions against these D-Gang of Indian capital markets.  
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PART A 

At the outset let me emphasize that exchanges are mandated to keep 

order and trade data history at least for compliance reasons. There are 

multiple ways to calculate losses because NSE officials acted in concert 

with the brokers. Two broad categories are as follows  

- Based on trades; the same can be measured from payout details

- Based on Orders; by running the exchange in simulator mode and

decide settlement positions

1. As the market has become more technical, it may be difficult to calculate

the impact of a scandal easily as there are millions of data points. But all

proceeds of crime leave behind some trails. SEBI can start checking F&O

payout amounts for those entities that enjoyed privileged access by NSE

insiders. Already it is reported that OPG Securities profit in one of those

years surged by almost 200%. But the major chunk of profit was made by

FPI’s outside India through the order book that OPG exported. OPG used

to construct the full order book and send to FPIs at around 6 am with full

access to the information so that SGX Nifty can be manipulated when NSE

opens at 9.15 am taking the cue from SGX, which is fully manipulated

with very low market depth. In fact, OPG’s book only reflects decimal

point gains for service provided. This too, I am sure, after OPG and likes

have taken some adjustment trades in their books. NSE is known to allow

such things as we all know through the SEBI’s Prashant Saran committee’s

(compromised) report and then blame the brokers while the exchange
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escapes. Coming to the point there can be few challenges as well, as 

these crooks can say that some of their clients may have traded etc. 

Challenge could be for trades that originated from outside NSE’s 

colocation. SEBI should commission a through forensic audit of books of 

account of those entities and the audit should cover Payout to the Clients 

and prop desk profit. SEBI should not commission firms like Deloittee, 

Earnest and Young and the likes who have huge conflict of interests with 

NSE. SEBI must also consider the option of doing an investigation by 

leading global market microstructure experts from developed markets, 

who may have served regulators like CFTC.  

2. I have one final trump card which I can hand over to authorities when I

am certain that actions are happening to calculate the account-wise total

benefits right from 2010, but SEBI should ensure preservation of order log

and trading log and full data of clearing house. My research shows that

market wide gains to the HFT MAFIAs could be around minimum Rs 50 cr

to Rs 100 cr a day. Let me at least give you, how one can measure the

amount. SEBI has asked all exchanges to use simulator from Nasdaq to

replicate trades. SEBI can use such a simulator to run trades for those

years after eliminating all trades done by crooked brokers like OPG, Alpha

Grep and about 15 other identified brokers (can be more). Then SEBI can

calculate the profit and loss amount for the market. Once this number is

known, the difference from the actual market payout is needed to be

obtained. This will establish the proceeds of crime (well almost) which

would otherwise could have gone to actual market. Therefore, this was
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the total market’s loss to HFT MAFIAs due to market wide fraud. The 

entire episode was the mother of all insiders trading.   

3. Another way, to establish the amount, is to run the F&O market again for

each and every day for all the years till it got fixed in simulator and then

DROP orders that are coming from those entities from NSE Co-Location

for Prop Book or even that of clients. It may sound lengthy but its rather

easy once the simulator is constructed. So like before, a forensic audit of

books of account of those involved entities covering payout to the clients

plus, prop desk profit – is a must.

4. I agree that in either of the above ways, factors like orders generated by

brokers (excluding entities under scanner) are based on many factors

such as last traded price, last traded quantity, spread between current

and far month contracts, etc. in the market, are difficult to simulate.

5. Now let me showcase a few strategies that can make fat risk free money

out of NSE Co-location with a privileged access. NSE has a formal strategy

approval process in place, but provision to make money with different

strategies are kept open by exchange for the said purpose. For the

purpose of approval, many Algorithmic Trading Prop Desk or brokers used

to take approvals of standard strategy used in the market and will be

offered by technology vendors such as Omnesys (NSE had strong

investment in this during the scandal period), GreekSoft, etc. To avoid

rejections of Algo Strategy approval from NSE and for faster
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implementations at NSE Co-location, brokers used to take approval of 

vendor provided algorithms and then ran strategies of their choice which 

could exploit the markets and not the strategies that were approved. 

Such favors were extended to few selected brokers. Exchange knew that 

they would never catch anyone if brokers decided to run their secret 

strategy of their choice for which approval was never taken.  NSE’s 

system was designed in a way that money laundering was encouraged 

and was rampant.  

6. Let me explain you graphically, ‘why money laundering could easily

happen using NSE’s system design’. Following diagram represents one

broker who has setup in NSE Co-Location.
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7. Above diagram shows a single broker setup using one rack in NSE Co-

location. A single rack is equivalent to 42U space. They can use up to 36U

effectively for mounting their servers after considering connecting

devices such as switches, routers, power devices, etc. Number of Servers

that can be deployed in one rack at NSE depends on different criteria

defined by NSE such as rated power supply of all devices adding up to

9KVA (on request they can extend up to 10 KVA). Total weight of all

devices are around 370 Kgs. A broker can give access to multiple dealers

from one server and each dealer can have different strategies. Dealer can

pick and choose which strategy he wants to run with different parameters

as well. Dealers usually run 10-15 different instances of the strategy on

NIFTY or any symbol they want. Dealers can run arbitrage strategy for few

hour and then run ConRev (Conversion Reversal), Cross Exchange

Arbitrage in Equity Segment between NSE-BSE, or can run all the

strategies at the same time. These strategies can be run on NIFTY or any

individual scripts as per dealer’s choice. A particular strategy can be run

on a script multiple times with different parameters. In other words, all

combinations were possible which exchange may not come to know.

8. Order released from the server goes to exchange with relevant

parameters such as Exchange, Symbol, Qty, Price, Order Type, DealerID,

BrokerID, etc. Exchange never asked for strategy id from which order is

generated. Exchange never tracks order details or trade details generated

from a particular strategy. Brokers have taken an advantage and ran

strategies of their choice with un-authorized privileged access and minted
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huge money. It is easily possible to track such crooked brokers or dealers 

who designed those evil means to kill the market. 

9. Tick-By-Tick data was provided to only NSE Co-location. Based on TBT

data one can build entire order book since first tick of the day (CLOB

book). In simple term you will be able to see the market ‘naked’ in

totality. In fact, one can build the mirror of the order book and can

distribute the same to partner in crime, such as brokers, FIIs and FPI

outside India so no hawala remittance required to transfer illegal profit.

There are numerous money making strategies that can be built based on

full order book. It provides you snap shot of actual position of symbol in

both segments (Equity and F&O). One can analyze cash price vs future

price vs call option price vs put option price at the same time, which open

ocean of opportunities to trade and make money, whoever release order

faster will gain in the market. Likewise stop loss trigger levels can be seen

as well Imagination is the only limit to develop your one’s strategy and

make money. Access was given to broker like Alpha Grep, whose directors

studied in Wharton University with working experience in building

Quantitative Analytical Models to make money using HFT.

10. We will also have to evaluate how many FIIs/ FPIs have made money

operating out of multiple locations. There were several FIIs and FPIs

who are linked to NSE system and at the same time connected with

such brokers who gained heavily from NSE colocation. They must have

used mirror image of NSEs order book through these brokers and

placed orders accordingly. Alpha Grep in particular was linked to Cafee
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Coffee Day (CCD) who were having business relations with Karti 

Chidambaram’s (son of former finance minister P Chidambaram) farm 

Advantage. Operations of Advantage was linked to many FIIs/ FPIs and 

Advantage has offices in many countries. Many of those FPIs/ FIIs are 

located in dubious places like Cayman Island, British Virgin Island etc. 

just a table space in their names. Once software algorithms are in place 

such entities and their god fathers will not require any hawala rackets 

to deal with currency movements to go in/ out of the country. 

Proceeds from the trades will be distributed by NSE Clearing House to 

respective FIIs’/ FIPs through its clearing mechanisms. We estimate 

that such people must have cornered around minimum Rs 10000 cr per 

annum. The amount is about half of Reliance Industries annual profit. 

11. Another strategy used is the one related to conversion- reversal in algo

trading. A simple algo can look like the one below (ALGO 1);

Conversion : Future Buy

     CALL   Sell 

     Put    Buy 

Reversal   : Future Sell 

     CALL   Buy 

     Put    Sell 

FUTURE Current Month 

250  964.50   965.00 750 

250  963.25   966.25 500 

750  962.95   966.50 250 

This was one of the preferred 

strategy that AJAY SHAH gave to 

OPG. Ajay Shah was a consultant to 

OPG with firms like Infotech and 

Chanakya. These firms gave algo 

developed by Ajay Shah on profit 

sharing basis. His wife Susan Thomas 

and her sister Sunita Thomas who is 

the wife of the then NSE’s trading 

head Suprabhat Lala formed these 

companies. 
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250  962.90        966.55 1500 

  1250 962.80        966.65 1000 

CALL Current Month - Strike Price 950.00 

500  9.05       9.15  1000 

750  9.00       9.25  1250 

1250 8.85    9.50  2500 

1250 8.60   9.65  1500 

1000 8.50     9.80  750 

PUT Current Month - Strike Price 950.00 

250  7.65 7.75  500 

750  7.60  7.85  250 

1500 7.50    8.05  500 

500  7.40 8.15  750 

1250 7.25   8.25  1500 

//Strategy = HIT Based 

nCurrForward= nStrikePrice    - nFutureOfferPrice + nCallBidPrice -

nPutOfferPrice; 

nCurrReverse = nFutureBidPrice - nCallOfferPrice  + nPutBidPrice - 

nStrikePrice; 

if(nCurrForward>= nTargetForward) 

{ 

nConSat = 0; 

ProcessAndReleaseOrder(pstDisplay,nConSat,chOperation,bStartStop,F

ORWARD); 
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} 

if(nCurrReverse >= nTargetReverse) 

{ 

nConSat = 0; 

ProcessAndReleaseOrder(pstDisplay,nConSat,chOperation,bStartStop,R

EVERSE); 

} 

//Strategy = Quote in Leg1 

nCurrForward= nStrikePrice      - nFutureBidPrice  + nCallBidPrice -

nPutOfferPrice; 

nCurrReverse = nFutureOfferPrice - nCallOfferPrice + nPutBidPrice - 

nStrikePrice; 

//Strategy = Quote in Leg2 

nCurrForward= nStrikePrice      - nFutureOfferPrice + nCallOfferPrice -

nPutOfferPrice; 

nCurrReverse = nFutureBidPrice - nCallBidPrice + nPutBidPrice - 

nStrikePrice; 

//Strategy = Quote in Leg3 

nCurrForward= nStrikePrice - nFutureOfferPrice + nCallBidPrice  -

nPutBidPrice; 

nCurrReverse = nFutureBidPrice - nCallOfferPrice  + nPutOfferPrice -

nStrikePrice; 

if(nCurrForward>= nTargetForward) 

{ 
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nConSat = 0; 

ProcessAndReleaseOrder(pstDisplay,nConSat,chOperation,bStartStop,F

ORWARD); 

} 

else 

{ 

nConSat = 1; 

ProcessAndReleaseOrder(pstDisplay,nConSat,chOperation,bStartStop,F

ORWARD); 

} 

if(nCurrReverse >= nTargetReverse) 

{ 

nConSat = 0; 

ProcessAndReleaseOrder(pstDisplay,nConSat,chOperation,bStartStop,R

EVERSE); 

} 

else 

{ 

nConSat = 1; 

ProcessAndReleaseOrder(pstDisplay,nConSat,chOperation,bStartStop,R

EVERSE); 

} 
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12. (ALGO 2) This algo was also used by the likes of OPG/ Alpha Gep. And I

am sure that NSE must have erased the last trace of such algo from

their hard disks. Apart from compromising the colocation system and

other infrastructure NSE allowed the members to lay dark fiber cables

by an unauthorized vendor to its system so that arbitrage trades can be

successfully utilized between NSE and BSE. A simple strategy can be

easily coded as the one below. Numbers are arbitrarily chosen. Case 1:

NSE - Depth 

750 990.50   990.60 300 

150 990.45   990.65 150 

225 990.40   990.70 750 

300 990.35   990.75 225 

225 990.30   990.80 750 

BSE - Depth 

150 991.50   901.60 150 

750 991.45   991.65 300 

750 991.40   991.70 150 

225 991.35   991.75 225 

750 991.30   991.80 750 

The second most 

loved algo of AJAY 

SHAH and Susan 

Thomas, of course 

Sunita Thomas and 

Suprabhat Lala share 

the pie with few 

hidden powerful 

people 
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nTargetForward = 1.05 

nTargetReverse = 0.50 

//Quote Based Strategy 

if(pstDisplay->nStratType == TWOLEG_ARBITRAGE_BIDDING) 

{ 

// Quote Based Forward Cycle 

int lnCurrForward = pstDisplay->nSellPriceBSE - pstDisplay-

>nSellPriceNSE;

CalculateQtyForModification(pstDisplay, 1, true); 

if (pstDisplay->nSellWAPQtyNSE > 0) 

{ 

if(lnCurrForward >= pstDisplay->nTargetForward) 

{ 

if(pstDisplay->bSellOrderBSE == FALSE && pstDisplay-

>bBuyOrderNSE == FALSE)//Order Add

{ 

bReturn= ReleaeOrder(pstDisplay, 1, ADD, FALSE, 

2, pstDisplay->nSellWAPQtyNSE); 

} 

else 
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{ 

bReturn= ReleaeOrder(pstDisplay, 1, MODIFY, 

FALSE, 2, pstDisplay->nSellWAPQtyNSE); 

} 

} 

Else 

{ 

if(pstDisplay->bSellOrderBSE == FALSE && pstDisplay-

>bBuyOrderNSE == FALSE)//Order Add

{ 

bReturn= ReleaeOrder(pstDisplay, 1, ADD, TRUE, 

2, pstDisplay->nSellWAPQtyNSE); 

} 

else 

{ 

bReturn= ReleaeOrder(pstDisplay, 1, MODIFY, 

TRUE, 2, pstDisplay->nSellWAPQtyNSE); 

} 

} 

} 

// Quote Based Reverse Cycle 

int lnCurrReverse = pstDisplay->nBuyPriceBSE - pstDisplay-

>nBuyPriceNSE;

CalculateQtyForModification(pstDisplay, 2 , true); 

if (pstDisplay->nBuyWAPQtyNSE > 0) 
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{ 

if(lnCurrReverse <= pstDisplay->nTargetReverse) 

{ 

if(pstDisplay->bBuyOrderBSE == FALSE && pstDisplay-

>bSellOrderNSE == FALSE)//Order Add

{ 

bReturn= ReleaeOrder(pstDisplay, 2, ADD, FALSE, 

2, pstDisplay->nBuyWAPQtyNSE); 

} 

else 

{ 

bReturn= ReleaeOrder(pstDisplay, 2, MODIFY, 

FALSE, 2, pstDisplay->nBuyWAPQtyNSE); 

} 

} 

else 

{ 

if(pstDisplay->bBuyOrderBSE == FALSE && pstDisplay-

>bSellOrderNSE == FALSE)//Order Add

{ 

bReturn= ReleaeOrder(pstDisplay, 2, ADD, FALSE, 

2, pstDisplay->nBuyWAPQtyNSE); 

} 

else 

{ 
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bReturn= ReleaeOrder(pstDisplay, 2, MODIFY, 

FALSE, 2, pstDisplay->nBuyWAPQtyNSE); 

} 

} 

} 

} 

13. Investors can easily build a strategy based on order book and historical

data in equity and F&O segments all the way up to N-level, if they have

NAKED view of the market. They definitely have an advantage over

people who are trading out of Co-location. Also retail investors who are

watching price on his screen with normal broadcast which is 10+ times

slower than Tick-By-Tick will always loose as what they are seeing is

illusion and not the real market, kind of like watching delayed cricket

match. Decision making of non-privileged members/ investor go wrong

because their decision making was based on wrong price points only.

By the time they see price on their screen, TBT data would have

changed more than 10 times. The algo traders who were given faster

access by NSE had huge advantage over them.

Second, having gained access to the entire order book Algo Traders can 

derive all technical indicators instantly. Obviously, they can view 

support and resistance levels with price and quantity offered at those 

levels for both Equity and F&O segments. One has to push market little 

over those support and resistance level to give snowball effect. Once 

market is in roll then either support or resistance levels are broken, 
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algo traders will have an opportunity to square off their positions 

quickly or push more because trend is favoring them and can square of 

position later. All such release order and trade confirmation are 

automated, it can make huge profits even when spreads are small and 

volumes are high. Snow ball effect is artificially created in one or more 

segment and square up can be made in other segment.  

For Example, let us take a symbol which is listed in Equity and F&O 

Segment. Current share price of a listed company (example only) in 

market is 805 and support level is 798. Looking at equity segment order 

book, it is observed that between 798 and 805 there are 38 unique 

buyers with total quantity of 24056. Future price of same symbol for 

current month is 806.50 and support level is 799. Looking at F&O 

Segment order book of futures, it is observed that between 799 and 

806.5 there are 20 unique buyers with total quantity of 55000 

considering lot size as 500. In the above scenario, system will choose 

equity segment over F&O to create snow ball effect. Algorithm has to 

take care of 2 major conditions that display quantity and stop loss 

orders, which are not part of order book building. Even after selling 

25000 shares in equity segment, price might be 800 … someone might 

have placed large order of 10000 with display quantity as 1000 (10% of 

10000). Once market is able to break 798 level … trader keep adding 

small fuel to it and sell till 795 levels, prices may raise for quick square 

off those who are playing on trend but ultimately fresh sell will come 

and prices will fall till next support levels. Traders take these 
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opportunities to square up their short positions in Either Equity or F&O 

Segment. Once market is settled, they have an opportunity to settle 

trades in either segment or even exchange.  

14. There are other ways to imbalance F&O counter such as Call Option

Contracts of ITM, ATM, OTM of Current Month, Far Month or Far Far

Month, Put Option Contracts ITM, ATM, OTM of Current Month, Far

Month or Fart Far Month, Future Contract of Current Month, Far

Month or Fart Far Month. Generate price discrepancy will attract

everyone’s attention and because you have fastest access over others

only you can convert opportunities into profits.

15. Now I will conclude this part by giving a diagram on how the HFT

mafias were connected with each other and acted in concert to bully

the market for about five years. The chain also reveals the role played

by lobbyists like Ajay Shah (a blue eyed boy of P Chidambaram and

close aide of then capital market secretary K P Krishnan), Susan

Thomas (wife of Ajay Shah) and Sunitha Thomas (wife of NSE’s then

trading head Suprabhat Lala and sister of Susan Thomas). In the garb of

research, they got full granular time series data from NSE which none

else could get and created algorithmic programs to game the market

through brokers like OPG, Alpha Grep etc. Such access helped them to

stay ahead of others in the market and they will always win as they

were privy to information ahead of others. The reconstructed order

book goes to tax heavens (preferred by FIIs) like Cyprus, British Virgin
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Island, Mauricious, Hong Kong etc wherever Advantage Strategic 

Corporation (Karti Chidambaram’s firm), OPG etc had access.  

ENTITY RELATIONSHIP DIAGRAM 

*High Frequency Trading
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PART B 

NSE’s attempt to cover up like in past through CONSENT mechanism 

NSE as an institute need to be saved post a thorough acidic clean-up 

but individuals in position from top to bottom, that it the full chain — 

political god father to bureaucrats, SEBI officials, NSE employees and 

top brass, and beneficiaries and partners in crime including Omnesys, 

Infotek, Chanakya, FIIs, brokers and manipulating FPIs — have to face 

criminal charges and civil liabilities and pay back the illegal gains. 

Charges should include insider trading, market-wide fraud, cheating, 

criminal conspiracy, violation under prevention of corruption act and 

abuse of power and criminal breach of trust as government servants 

are also involved. If you don’t take action, you have legitimized the 

crime, if it is done through institutions. If D-Gang is allowed to walk 

out free just by resignation and escapism, without booking them for 

this national market wide fraud of the above stated section, then you 

are setting up the example of legitimizing the crime if done via TINA 

(There Is No Alternative) Institute. Then there should not be any 

action taken against corrupt heads of banks, insurance and housing 

finance companies.   

16. NSE was also show caused as an institute. The consent mechanism by

definition in chapter II para 3 (1) is applicable to a ‘person’. Though

NSE should be saved as an institution but question arises, did NSE apply
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for consent as an entity as well? How can it do so when it is not meant 

for a regulator and persons? 

17. It is a fact that all 14 people did not give same versions of the scam that

took place when SEBI interrogated them. Some of them were isolated

and threatened by NSE to toe the official lines, else, they were told

that legal help will not be provided by NSE. Names of these entities

who were threatened  should be disclosed. Mr Vasudev Rao, NSE’s

legal head and his boss Mr J Ravichandran were instrumental in making

these threats.

18. One of the key allegations was that of involvement of insiders as the

members repeatedly accessed secondary servers for a prolonged

period. Such access was documented in internal emails, SEBI’s enquiry

etc. These could have been enabled only through manual interferences

by insiders. And I know as an ex-employee of NSE for long time that

nothing moves there without the consent of top people. It is in the

culture of NSE that oral instructions were given in cases where seniors

see shades of gray, so that they can escape responsibility later if need

be. The access to NSE secondary server which was virtual freeway to

members, was noted in SEBI’s Technical Advisory Committee (TAC)

report. A copy is attached herewith. Further SEBI is still investigating

the whole issue. The section 2 (a) in Chapter III clearly said that consent

cannot be applied in case of ‘defaults involving insider trading and

communication of unpublished price sensitive information’. During the
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NSE’s colocation scandal insiders were thickly involved and NSE’s inside 

architecture, hardware details were shared with select members. Such 

information was never in public domain for other members to equally 

exploit. 

19. Members were allowed to front run the entire market as they were

consistently logging ahead of others as well as they were accessing

traffic free servers. Both arrangements tantamount to clear front

running and were thus having a clear market-wide impact and it is a

market-wide fraud. This affected the interests of retail and small

investors among others.

20. The scandal not only has market wide fraud and impacts but it also

must have caused ‘substantial losses to investors in securities’ as well

as ‘affect(ed) the rights of investors in securities, especially retail

investors and small investors’. SEBI guidelines considered presence of

such elements as very serious and these are the cases where consents

cannot be granted. Given the definition of market wide impact in

section 11(f) of schedule III, chapter I, and also considering the fact that

the NSE trading system was compromised and gamed for almost for

almost 5 years, how can NSE still shamelessly seek consent? If the size

of the manipulation is Rs 50000 cr then can NSE pay 3 times of it using

public money? Analogously, if it is allowed then banks may say that

they are working out consent mechanisms for all NPA holders

(approximately Rs 10 lakh crore of NPA) — can SEBI set such bad
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examples by giving in to NSE’s devilish request? So the larger question 

is – can a regulator seek consent? For example, it will be akin to banks 

deliberately creating NPAs in connivance with willful defaulters, and 

then banks seeking ‘Consent Route’ to settle the NPA issue.  

 

21. If NSE has in principal agreed that there was a prima facie wrong doing 

and hence consent should be sought, then why the exchange has not 

removed those guilty people from key positions? Some of them like Mr 

Ravi Varanasi then head of surveillance and data analytics, Mr 

Suprabhat Lala then head of Trading and in charge of co-location, 

among others still continues to hold very important portfolios. One of 

them Mr Nagendra has even applied very recently for the post of MD in 

NSE Clearing Corporation. And he was interviewed also! Many of such 

people were give very good ratings in the last appraisal. Is it an 

exchange that believes that they can do any crime and can always get 

away with that? ‘Removal from management’ is one of the small 

corrective measure suggested by SEBI in many such cases.  

 

22. This colocation case is unique because it involves fraud on the part of 

the first front line regulator which NSE is. The entire consent 

mechanism by SEBI was possibly written without envisaging the 

scenario that a frontline regulator like NSE can actually turn to seek 

punishment through consent! Each and every words of the mechanism 

are in relation with investors, listed company executives etc. It even 

clearly refers to terms such as ‘voluntary lock in of securities’ of corrupt 
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persons. The entire mechanism does not anywhere site anything that 

may indicate an exchange and its key functionaries as consent seekers. 

It is therefore even more surprising that an exchange like NSE and its 

team of lawyers could not interpret the language and trying to fool the 

regulator.  Repeatedly the consent mechanism talks about ‘defaults’. 

Here actually no defaults took place rather the entire market was made 

to suffer. As I said, that the market regulator possibly never imagined 

that an exchange can act so low. Even the form for ‘Application for 

settlement’, point 1 to 4 which deals with description of the applicant 

(and the spirit throughout) clearly captures the fact that applicant 

may be anyone but an exchange.  

 

23. The whole consent mechanism is also about fixing the amount. Point 

17 in the ‘Application for settlement’ the applicant requires to declare 

profit made/ loss avoided. What is the number that NSE has put in? On 

one hand NSE said there was nothing serious but on the other they are 

seeking consents. How NSE has arrived at ‘Indicative amount’ which is 

based on ‘Benchmark amount’ – the amount attributable to the 

manipulation? So far NSE was also saying that the same was nothing 

and insignificant and data does not exist. I know for sure in one of the 

first meeting with SEBI, when NSE was denying everything and then, a 

SEBI official asked the CTO that how could he explain members’ access 

to NSE’s secondary server with impunity for a very long period; the CTO 

completely kept mum.  
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24. It is even more surprising that exchange is spending money to protect 

corrupt people by burring its reserve and surplus which is nothing but 

money collected as fees etc from member brokers and investors. SEBI 

must stop this and issue a stern warning from spoiling investors’ 

money.   

 

25. It may be noted that NSE is so neck deep in corruption that the 

exchange is fighting no less than 200 cases, arbitration, conflicts in 

different courts in India etc. The team is led by Mr J Ravichandran 

whose secretarial audit report of the exchange was a compromised 

report and his appraisals year after year happened because he agreed 

to do so. Today he is the second highest salaried person in NSE. It is a 

different issue altogether and can be taken up later. I just drop a point 

here that the external secretarial auditor of NSE was a close aide of a 

senior person who belongs to the same coterie that Mr J Ravichandran 

is a part of. Till recently ‘the person’ lived in the NSE’s Neat house.   

 

26. The larger question is can settlement through money is a solution in 

such cases when the infrastructure danced to the tune of few powerful 

people? What about the culpability of Mr Ravi Narain, the then MD & 

CEO, Ms Chitra Ramakrishnan, former MD & CEO and her close 

associate Mr Anand Subramanian, who were shamelessly instrumental 

in selecting Deloittee to cover up. What about the culpability of Mr 

Suprabhat Lala, then trading head and colocation in charge whose wife 

and sister in lay consulted members who were beneficiaries? What 
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about the culpability of Mr Ravi Varanasi, then surveillance and data 

analytics head? What about the CTO? What about the KMPs? How can 

NSE apply for consents when the proceedings are not over?  

 

27. As per media report SEBI chairman said on 3 July 2017 that NSE 

colocation scandal was “a serious matter” and the regulator is in the 

process of appointing forensic auditors and called the issue a serious 

one. I request SEBI to immediately throw all of them out of the market 

by declaring them not fit and proper and to ensure justice. As an 

immediate step, the SEBI should declare the brokers ‘Not Fit & Proper’, 

which will show SEBI’s seriousness in cleaning up the system. All those 

involved in the scandal will have to be slapped with the charge of 

insider trading wherever there is proceeds of crime. 

 

(URL:http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/markets/stocks/news/nse-

to-refile-ipo-papers-with-new-financial-statement-sebi-

chairman/articleshow/59421167.cms 

And 

http://www.moneycontrol.com/news/business/sebi-to-appoint-

forensic-auditor-in-nse-co-location-case-sources-2306857.html) 
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NSE CO-LOCATION SCANDAL: MOTHER-OF-ALL-FRAUDS

In continuation of my earlier two letters to you, I am hereby summing up the 
entire information on the NSE co-location scandal in a succinct and effective 
manner so that it may be easier to understand and unravel. 

NSE is nowadays propagating “Consent” route in media to settle the co-
location scandal, which is an attempt by it to fashion another fraud to hide its 
original sin. We do agree that NSE as an institution should be saved, but at the 
same time strictest possible action on the disciplinary aspects must be taken 
against erring individuals and the Board. Such punitive actions should be taken 
in a manner so that, forget doing it, nobody even dares think about it in future. 

NSE, being an exchange is a first level regulator, and “Consent” is not made for 
it. As a whistle blower, in the second letter I had stated that in the entire 
scandal, neither NSE nor the auditor, have disclosed the estimated loss caused 
to millions of investors.  

Co-location in a stock exchange refers to trading members locating their 
servers on the premises of the exchange. It reduces the time it takes for an 
order to travel to the exchange, giving them a speed advantage over those 
who are farther away. 

NSE’s criminal conspiracy has caused huge loss to millions of investors, to all 
the brokers, except those who benefitted out of the co-location, all the listed 
companies and the nation as a whole. 

To put in simple terms, if A has to receive Rs 5 from B and if B does not pay, 
then it is a very open and simple assessment of fraud. But, assume that if A 
were to receive Rs 100 but has received only Rs 95 without him knowing that 
he has to receive Rs 100, then in all genuinity, the brokers would have equal 
access and opportunity for Rs 5. Due to favourable access, entities like OPG 
Securities and 14 other entities benefitted instead of other brokers and their 
clients. 

In a nutshell, in the co-location scandal, very few-- not even in double digit—
have fraudulently benefitted against whole market every day for at least more 
than five years which had a trading volume of roughly Rs 2-3 lakh crore per 
day. So, here, anyone can imagine the quantum of gain made by these few 
entities in the co-location scandal. 

ANNEX 2
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Whistle-blower (Alpha Grep ex-employee) from Singapore said in his second 
letter that if the regulator or its auditor does a serious calculation of the daily 
turnover of Rs 3 lakh crore at NSE, 30-40% of it is from algo and program 
trading and 70% is from Nifty’s Futures and Options. And over a period of more 
than five years, the full order book, with tick-by-tick, was available for 
manipulation and to conspire hours earlier, considering that when Singapore 
market opens, if I am not mistaken, at 6.30am Indian time, while Indian market 
begins operation at 9.30am, which is influenced by Singapore markets where 
only FIIs and very few others have access. The fraud will be minimum to the 
north of Rs 50,000 crore. 
 
In case of NSDL IPO scam, IPS officer Sanjay Pandey single-handedly calculated 
the loss caused to 12 lakh investors versus the benefit to a few. Any penalty 
that may be levied by a regulator must be over and above the disgorgement 
from the beneficiary who received the money, and taking stringent actions 
under IPC sections such as Prevention of Corruption Act for this mother-of-all-
frauds. 
 
By not taking such stringent action against offenders of this mother-of-all 
securities fraud and insider trading, a certain section in the Government, that 
still has its connect to the former minister of the UPA government, is trying to 
play it down as a simple technical or traffic light violation, when in reality it is 
nothing short of a criminal massacre. The entire episode is akin to a doctor 
himself turning the entire hospital into a gas chamber and getting away with it.  
 
We need to preserve the NSE as an institution, however not without cleaning it 
thoroughly with an acid-wash. 
 
For the simple readers, allowing settlement in this case, is like allowing a bank 
(NSE in this case) which has created a Rs 50,000 crore NPA fraudulently with 
the involvement of top bosses of the RBI (SEBI in this case) and the Finance 
Ministry, and bureaucrats and  political godfather to sign and endorse a 
settlement pact with the RBI along with the NPA Company (in this case the 
Brokers and the FIIs who have benefitted). 
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Co-location Scandal & High Profile Resignations 

Ravi, Chitra & Anand: The nemesis of NSE  
 
Two top NSE bosses resigned within a gap of five months, the decisions 
unprecedented in the Indian stock markets. Ravi Narain, one of the founding 
members of NSE and the then Vice Chairman, submitted his resignation to NSE 
Chairman Ashok Chawla on the night of June 2, 2017, amidst rumours that he 
was on the verge of being removed by SEBI if he had continued even for a 
week. 
  
Chitra Ramakrishna, resigned in December 2016, when she was MD and CEO of 
NSE. Her resignation came 15 months before end of her term, triggering 
widespread speculations and a demand for CBI investigation. The ouster of 
Ravi and Chitra are said to be linked to the manipulations that are alleged in 
the algorithmic trading platform and co-location facility. 
  
SEBI had sent notices to Narain and 13 others, including Ravi Varanasi, present 
Chief of Business Development, Suprabhat Lala, present Chief of Regulation, 
Ravi Apte and Umesh Jain, both former Chief Technology Officers and 
Subramanian Anand, former NSE CEO.  
 
Ravi Narain was forced to step down from his high pedestal at NSE owing to 
the Sebi’s show cause notice and not to ensure that the probe into high 
frequency trades at the exchange wasn’t affected by his presence on the board 
as some sections of media reported. In fact, his resignation was inevitable 
considering that his continuation in the Board as Vice Chairman had become 
untenable with the show cause from Sebi.  
 
Reason attributed to his resignation is an ‘eye-wash’ as in that case, he should 
have resigned in 2015, when the probe for co-location began. Ravi Narain was 
MD of NSE and he allowed the co-location scandal to take place and he was 
fully aware about all the details.  
 
In fact, he was also the head of the sub-committee which conveniently chose 
Deloitte for the forensic audit of NSE. While, as an MD & CEO, he was fully 
aware that Deloitte was doing a huge project for disaster recovery centre and 
there is a huge  ‘conflict of interest’ and hence, now giving such high morale 
‘holy cow’ reason is nothing but a façade and an eye-wash. 
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Ravi Narain, who is now putting the onus on Ms Chitra Ramakrishna, had full 
knowledge about the goings on, but for some secret agenda has accepted and 
approved all things related to Anand Subramanian. NSE Board had given 
sweeping powers to Anand Subramanian in its 125th board meeting dated 
August 11, 2015. The power vested were equivalent to the MD and CEO. Ravi 
Narain was the Vice Chairman of the Board then. 
 
Board of NSE IT accommodated Anand Subramanian in its March 30, 2015 
meeting. Ravi Narain was on the Board of NSE IT. Anand Subramanian was 
given the designation of Group Operating Officer in April 2016. It followed 
discussions and vetting of the new organisation structure in NRC. Ravi Narain 
was part of the NRC. 
 
Anand Subramanian was inducted in DotX Board on November 19, 2014 and 
IISL Board on March 30, 2015. Both were known to Mr Ravi Narain. While 
these corruptions were happening, Ravi Narain supported everything and was 
a beneficiary as he was enjoying Board sitting fees and luxuries during his trips 
to Mumbai in the name of Board and committee meetings. 
 
Anand Subramanian was given an office at the 7th floor alongside that of 
Chitra Ramakrishna, with common door from inside the cabin. Not only that, 
even on Neat House, Anand Subramanian was given a plush special flat on the 
top floor of which the only other occupant was Chitra Ramakrishna. 
 
When the flat was given to Mr Anand Subramanian, his wife Sunita was 
working in the Chennai office of NSE as a consultant and Mr Anand 
Subramanian was staying alone at the Neat House apartment. This was in full 
knowledge of the Board at that time.  
  
Both Chitra and Anand had made huge numbers of domestic and international 
travels together. The need for such huge numbers of travels together at NSE’s 
expense and their stays in those cities need to be probed thoroughly. 
 
Earlier to his joining of NSE, Mr Anand Subramanian worked at middle 
management level in Balmer and Lawrie and used to draw a cost to company 
of around Rs 14 lakh per annum. It needs to be probed as to what value add 
did Mr Anand Subramanian bring to NSE that he was appointed for Strategy 
and Advisory role at such a high salary of Rs 4 cr with the country’s number 1 
stock exchange. That too when he did not have any prior experience in the 
financial markets. 
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What is more stunning is the fact that there was no reason for Mr Ravi Narain 
to quit in March 2012. The behind the scene fact is that Mr Ravi Narain vacated 
the position of Managing Director at the instance of Mr P Chidambaram in 
favour of Ms Chitra Ramakrishna. Even in this case, Anand Subramanian had 
played his part by making scores of anonymous calls to Mr Ravi Narain, scaring 
him and forcing him to vacate his position to benefit Ms Chitra Ramakrishna. 
   
The question as to why Mr P Chidambaram took so much interest in replacing 
Chitra with Ravi raises many an eyebrows. 
 

Operatives behind the scam  

Crucial conduits: Ajay Shah, Omnesys & OPG Securities 

Mr Ajay Shah is instrumental in fashioning and developing the algorithm for 
the company OPG Securities. From the data centre side, Omnesys was given a 
preferential treatment by Chitra Ramakrishna. In short, from algo to software 
on OPG Securities side was done by company promoted by wife of Suprabhat 
Lala, who is the Administration Head at NSE and Ravi Varanasi who is head of 
Trading. Incidentally, Sunita Thomas – wife of Suprabhat Lala is sister of Susan 
Thomas – wife of Mr Ajay Shah. 
 
It is understood that Ajay Shah and his wife Susan Thomas got a hefty royalty 
every year from NSE of a certain percentage out of the income generated of 
Nifty trading. Both painted themselves as academicians and contributed to the 
Nifty design. It is unprecedented to give such annual royalty in form of 
research. Such a crucial piece of information has been suppressed from the 
Red Herring prospectus of NSE’s now ‘on-hold’ IPO. 
 
The probe, should also look into whether Shah - who is associated with the 
National Institute of Public Finance and Policy (NIPFP) - lobbied for NSE 
because of his clout in the Finance Ministry. Shah has also benefitted by 
influencing FIIs and Participatory (PN) Note activities on NSE, and he had profit 
sharing contracts with OPG Securities, Alpha Grep and Omnesys. Profits that 
Shah has made through such profit sharing contracts should be completely 
disgourged and criminal and civil action should be taken against him.  
 
The ladder goes up. Ajay Shah is the blue-eyed boy of P Chidambaram and was 
extremely close to KP Krishnan. The Finance Ministry was giving a project of 
minimum value of Rs one crore per year to NIPFP for Ajay Shah’s group since 
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KP Krishan had become the Joint Secretary for Capital Markets. KP Krishnan is 
P Chidambaram’s most trusted bureaucrat and extremely close to him in the 
last 10 years. He is Chidambaram’s Man Friday. 
 
OPG Securities alone had traded worth over Rs 6,000 crore on NSE using co-
location facility. While details of other 15 entities are being analysed, a huge 
amount of such trading would be surfacing. But what about the orderbook that 
was exported to FIIs and FPIs? Custodial interrogation should be initiated 
against OPG Securities and Ajay Shah to unearth the number of entities, 
including FIIs & FPIs to whom the orderbook has been exported to.  
 
It shows a clear misuse of power and misuse of public money at large. And, the 
Nifty’s contribution to NSE’s turnover is as huge as 80% of the total turnover. 
So, this leads to the question as to why Ajay Shah was paid royalty every year 
from Nifty trading and research services from NSE? While the usual norm is 
that any designer of an index is paid in full and only once, then why was Ajay 
Shah and Susan Thomas consistently paid royalty? 
 
What is even more unprecedented is that a percentage of trading done on NSE 
and its earning is given as royalty to Susan Thomas and Ajay Shah. It may be 
pointed out that both Susan and Ajay were working as professors in Indira 
Gandhi Institute of Development Research (IGIDR). 
 
Other than this, Mr Ajay Shah and his coterie used to benefit by influencing FIIs 
and PNote activities on NSE. He also has profit sharing contracts with OPG 
Securities and Omnesys. For the disaster and data recovery centre project was 
given to Deloitte by Ravi Narain and hence having conflict of interest. Similarly, 
in the case of Ernst & Young, you are requested to demand for no conflict of 
interest from E&Y for last 10 years and you will get the answer.  
  
The base technology at the broker end is OPG Securities and the management 
of data centre was been done by Omnesys Technologies in which NSE is 
holding 26% stake and Chitra Ramakrishna was sitting on the board of 
Omnesys Technologies despite the parent of Omnesys was a broker of NSE.  
 
Not only this, ET quoted that NSE got 26% stake at a huge discount for 
unknown reasons and what would have been bartered for this is a matter of 
investigation. What explanation Ravi Narain and Chitra Ramakrishna have 
given to board and the justification and all inside details, must be thoroughly 
investigated by SEBI. 
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Omnesys was openly offering its technology on a profit sharing basis. It is 
impossible to believe that the management of NSE that enjoyed a very smart 
image could not have known this. There should be a detailed investigation 
against all the 15 and more entities who have benefitted out this information 
of quantum of benefit in India or overseas market. 
All the FIIs who received large payouts on a daily square off basis same like 
Alpha Group FPI in Singapore to be investigated and Alpha Group  has any 
relationship with Advantage Strategic consulting in Singapore or any global 
location like London, Dubai, South Africa, Philippines, Thailand, Malaysia, Sri 
Lanka, British Virgin Islands, France, USA, Switzerland, Greece and Spain. 
  
Because OPG securities’ owner Sanjay Gupta’s brother-in-law has big set up in 
Chennai and supposed to be extremely close with sons of powerful politicians 
and ministers then. If investigation reveals the connect then it will explain the 
Godfather protection by P.Chidambaram to NSE in perpetuating its monopoly. 
 

Who blessed the scandal in SEBI? 

Mastermind Troika: Chidambaram, KPK & Bhave 

A thorough probe by a special investigation team would not only unravel the 
specific role of some top officials of NSE played in allowing algorithm (algo) or 
high frequency trading (HFT) quietly and without regulatory clearances from 
SEBI right from 2010, but would also unearth the more sinister play of some 
people in the Finance Ministry at that time and those close to the then finance 
minister Mr P Chidambaram. 
 
While P Chidambaram was the Finance Minister for almost seven years out of the 10 
years that UPA government was in power, his close aide KP Krishnan had been the 
longest serving Joint Secretary and Additional Secretary for the Capital Market. 
During this period, SEBI did everything what NSE wanted and it was difficult to make 
out who was the regulator and who was the regulatee. Ravi Narain and Chitra 
Ramakrishna’s proximity to KP Krishnan and P Chidambaram, is said to be the reason 
for such privileges. This high-level network had resulted in some top SEBI officials, 
including the then Chairman of SEBI Mr CB Bhave choosing to remain silent and 
allowing NSE to continue such operations for many years, enabling brokers to help 
their clients – especially the FIIs – to make piles of illegal cash. SEBI even ignored 
complaints from Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) and FT Group’s MCX-SX, and didn't 
ask the NSE to discontinue the system for years. 
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It may be noted that prior to becoming SEBI Chairman, CB Bhave was the MD 
and CEO of NSE promoted subsidiary National Security Depositary Limited 
(NSDL) which high-jacked the depositary project from Stock Holding 
Corporation of India. Strangely, Bhave was made SEBI Chairman by P 
Chidambaram and KP Krishnan bypassing selection norms and other eligible 
candidates. What’s surprising is the fact that Bhave was not even on the 
selection list, and the most meritorious person topping the list was UK Sinha. 
To top it, NSDL headed by Bhave was under investigation by SEBI for the IPO 
scam. At the time, M Damodaran was the SEBI chief and P Chidambaram hated 
him for not implementing his diktat pertaining to altering the Participatory 
Notes trading and compliance criteria.  
 
Damodaran had asked, IPS Sanjay Pande, who is an IIT Kharagpur alumnus and 
a Security Technology expert to probe violation in technology, something 
similar to co-location. However, his investigation report vanished once 
Damodaran was shown the door by Chidambaram against the then Prime 
Minister Dr Manmohan Singh’s wishes. 
 
Post that, a two member committee set up by the SEBI, comprising V 
Leeladhar, the then Deputy Governor of RBI and Mohan Gopal, the Director of 
Bhopal Judiciary Academy ruled against NSDL and Bhave. Even the ruling of 
this quasi-judicial committee was illegally set aside by KP Krishnan, with the 
obvious blessing of P Chidambaram. Mohan Gopal had even made a statement 
that he was being isolated and threatened by KP Krishnan while retired 
Supreme Court Justice JR Verma issued a suo motto press release against the 
autocratic and dictatorial manner of illegally setting aside the judgment of a 
quasi-judicial committee.  
 
But P Chidambaram, KP Krishnan and their coterie were not bothered about 
the law of the land despite the SEBI, in its November 2011 status paper on 
secondary market admitted that no specific guidelines were prescribed on algo 
trading and co-location. 
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Breaking the scandal in 2015 

The entire thing was kept so hush-hush by the NSE that there were no public 
record about NSE starting HFT other than on its 2009-10 annual report which 
said , “In line with exchanges across the globe, NSE has provided its members a 
co-location facility for their DMA and ALGO Trading. The co-location setup is a 
state of the art, highly robust, resilient and secure infrastructure.”  
 
My concerns were echoed by Mumbai-based news magazine ‘Moneylife’ when on 
June 19, 2015 it published the whistleblower letter on manipulation and collusion 
with select players in algo trading and use of co-located servers at NSE. 

 

Taking the scandal to its logical end  

For setting up the co-location facility, NSE has installed dark fibre between two 
exchanges with the purpose of giving privileged information and facility to its 
select members. It may be noted that setting of such dark fibre in the 
exchanges is akin to entering the Mint of Reserve Bank of India or the Nuclear 
Reactor of Bhaba Atomic Research Centre (BARC) and is impossible to do so 
without the blessing of the highest office in the Ministry of Finance - that is 
Finance Minister. Now that this issue has blown up in their face, NSE is putting 
the blame on junior employees that they must have unknowingly done it. Is it a 
joke to build a tunnel to the RBI’s mint from say, Mohammad Ali road? 
 
Taking a step in the right direction, SEBI chief Ajay Tyagi has recently 
announced that NSE’s revenue earned from co-location since 2016 have been 
place in a separate account and that till the allegations related to co-location 
are resolved completely, NSE’s IPO will have to wait. While the NSE officials 
and brokers are under scrutiny, the SEBI must also look inwards and identify 
those who had chosen to look away instead of pulling up NSE and stopping 
their illegal activities so that the entire scandal can be taken to its logical end. 
Stringent actions need to be taken against the perpetrators of the scandal. 
They will have to face all criminal charges and civil liabilities. If country needs 
to save NSE as an institution, then there has to be a thorough acidic cleanup of 
the institution, but all top brasses of NSE and its employess, involved brokers, 
beneficiaries, bureaucrats have to be booked and exemplary action taken 
against them.   
 
Now that I have narrated the entire story to you, let me also tell you that I 
have suffered for being an insider and having knowledge of the rot in NSE’s 
underbelly. After having tendered my resignation, I was forced to serve an 
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unheard of 18-month notice period. As I was constantly harassed and 
threatened, to protect my family and their future, I had to send them abroad 
while I served the notice period. After an ordeal of 18 months, I was finally 
released from the cage that was under the control of the HFT mafia and joined 
my family in the US. 
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